Decay of single-E-shell-vacancy states of xenon atoms by the emission of photon pairs that continuously share the transition energy was studied. The vacancy states were generated by electron-capture decay in ' 'Cs. A pair of high-purity germanium detectors and a fast-slow coincidence system with a (128 X512X512)-channel pulse-height analyzer were used in the measurements. Accurate energy calibration was made by a careful determination of positions of peaks due to crosstalk among the detectors via GeEx rays. Identification of events due to the two-photon decay is based on the shifts of energy sums. From the numbers of events in the ridges, the relative differential probabilities of 2s -+1s, 3s -+1s, 3d -+1s, and 4sd -+1s two-photon decay were derived. 
. Further studies [2] have shown that the emission of two electric dipole photons (E 1 El transition) is the -main mechanism of decay of the metastable 2s state. The second-order perturbation theory and nonrelativistic electric dipole approximation was also applied by Shapiro and Breit [3] [7] and of Florescu [8] .
Very elaborate relativistic calculations [10, 11] [19] reported the results on 2s -+ls, 3s -+1s, 3d -+1s, and 4sd -+1s two-photon decay in xenon atoms, elaborated in more detail in the present report. Mu and Crasemann [20] made a detailed calculation of two-photon decay in xenon atoms, which was later extended also to the decay of molybdenum and silver atoms [21] . A projection of the three-dimensional data in the direction of the ko axis (i.e. , onto the k, -k2 plane) for an incoincidence interval of kp channels, yields a table of numbers of events, the E, E2 (two-dime-nsional) energy spectrum. A schematic representation of the E&-E2 spectrum for the present measurement is shown in Fig. 3 . The E&-E2 spectrum displays several distinct peaks in the analyzed region. In Fig. 3 [25] . In the absorption of a xenon K x ray in the sensitive volume of one HP Ge detector a K electron may be ejected from a germanium atom, giving rise to the emission of a Ka or KP x ray. The germanium K x rays may escape from the sensitive volume of the detector, pass through the small hole in the shield, and be absorbed in the other HP detector. Such processes give rise to the real coincidence events in which an energy E(XeK x)-E(GeK x) is deposited in one detector and an energy E(Ge K x) in the other. We denote them as (Xe K x-Ge K x) -Ge K x events. In addition to the strong (Xe K x-Ge K x) -Ge K x peaks (numbered 1 -8 in Fig. 3 and Table I ) another set of very weak peaks (num-bered 9 -16) was to be expected. These peaks will presently be discussed.
The (Xe K x-Ge E x) -Ge K x peaks were very useful in the analysis of timing and allowed a very accurate energy calibration. Analysis Table I ).
They lay on constant sum-energy lines denoted by s2, s, , s"and s, corresponding to the energy of Kuz, Ku"XP"and KP~x-ray transitions in xenon. The dashed lines at constant sum energy denoted by s&, s4, s6, and s8 show the positions of ridges due to 2s~ls, 3s -+1s, 3d~1s, and 4sd -+1s two-photon decay, respectively. The crosstalk events accompanied by absorption of L x rays of xenon also lay on the constant sum-energy lines s&, s4, s6, and s, . Sections (A), (8) , (D) , and (E) of the Ei-E2 spectrum, containing the peaks due to (Xe K x)-Ge K x) -Ge K x events, were analyzed to determine the timing, the energy scales, and the energy resolution. Section (C) and its subsections (a), (b), . . . , (i) were analyzed to determine the numbers of events due to the two-photon decay. crosstalk events dominate. They are almost the same as the direct, ungated spectra from germanium detectors of xenon K x rays (due to the summation energy resolution is somewhat impaired and intensity ratios are modified).
The spectrum in Fig. 5(b) was made by projecting the data in section (C) of the E, E2 -two-dimensional spectrum (but excluding the regions around the weak peaks due to crosstalk accompanied by L x-ray absorption, i.e. , peaks numbered 9 to 16 in Fig. 3 ) onto the k, +k2 axis.
A nonlinear curve-fitting routine (described above) was applied to analyze the three spectra. Each spectrum was assumed to have four peaks and a constant background.
Shifts of peaks in Fig. 5(b) A new method of analysis was devised to take into account the presence of (Xe K x-Ge K x) -(Ge K x +XeL x) events. A linear surface fitting routine was written to represent the peaks and ridges in section (C) of the E, E2 spectrum -(see Fig. 3 Fig. 3 includes a constant background) are shown in Fig. 6 Ref. [19] , due to a misinterpretation of normalization of the di6'erential transition probabilities of twophoton decay, a factor of 0.5 was introduced in the expression for the calculation of the di6'erential transition probabilities. In that paper a normalization was assumed in which the integral over solid angles of both photons and over the full energy range of one photon yields the total transition probability of two-photon decay. This is wrong because the theoretical transition probability is symmetrical on exchange of the two photons. Consider a photon pair of momenta ik, and jk2, and a pair of momenta ik2 and jk, , where i and j are unit vectors. In the theory, because of the symmetrization, they are considered the same event. (In the experiment they are distinct events. ) But when the integration over solid angles and over the full energy range is carried out, they are each counted once. For that reason the theoretical normalization is determined by HP Ge DETECTOR P Ge ETECTOR photon incidence with respect to the normals to the detector surfaces (see Fig. 7 ). The angular correlation function was normalized to the value at O=m. , w(8) =(1+ Az cos 8)/(1+ Az), with 32=1 for ns~ls two-photon decay, and A2=, 3 for nd~ls two-photon decay. The attenuation factors take into account absorption of photons in the source, polyethylene foils, air, and beryllium windows:
where p, , p2, p3, and p4 are photon absorption coefficients [28] for cellulose, polyethylene, air, and beryllium at energy E;, and d, , d2, d3, and d4 are the thicknesses of the layers. The probabilities of total energy absorption of photons in germanium were calculated from the expression [25] p(E;, 8;)=1 -e, (E;,x, ) ez(E, , x, ), -where e [7] , and of Florescu [8] Our experimental average value for 2s~1s two-photon decay is just about twice the result in Ref. [19] (due to the omission of the factor of 0.5), but for 3s~ls, 3d~ls, and 4sd~ls two-photon decay a factor less than 2 is found, because some counts were subtracted as background (the crosstalk events accompanied by absorption of xenon L x rays). [19] ;the open square at x =0.5 is the result of a relativistic calculation of Tong, Li, Kissel, and Pratt [24] . [23] , (c) a relativistic calculation of Mu and Crasemann [20, 21] , and (d) our calculation based on the theory of Bannett and Freund [18] ;the open square at x =0.5 is the result of a relativistic calculation of Tong, Li, Kissel, and Pratt [24] . [20, 21] , and (d) our calculation based on the theory of Bannett and Freund [18] ,multiplied by a factor of 10 ; the open square at x =0.5 is the result of a relativistic calculation of Tong et al. [24] . Xe"+, R, Ref. [24] XeIC, NR, RWF FC), «f [18] XeK, NR, SCF DA, «f [ Value at x =0.5 (not averaged value).
'The factor of 5 has not been used since a hydrogenic Xe ion is considered. Results of our calculation based on the theory in the quoted reference.
'Only 4s -+1s two-photon decay is included.
Our value of the average relative differential transition probability of 2s~ls two-photon decay seems to be at variance with the theoretical results. We consider the difference to be real, at least partially. A systematic error of our results is possible due to the uncertainty of calibration of the absolute efficiency of the detectors, but it could change the results at most by 10%%uo, while the most reliable theoretical results are 45%%uo [21] and 41% [24] larger. The corresponding results for 3s~1s two-photon decay seem to be in reasonable agreement, while for 3d -+1s and 4sd~ls two-photon decay the results of Tong, Li, Kissel, and Pratt [24] seem to agree well, but not the results of Mu and Crasemann [21] . A correction of the experimental results for the efficiency of the detectors would require multiplying all quoted experimental results on two-photon decay by the same factor.
